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More than ever, boaters need a single comprehensive reference that combines the best traditions of

seamanship with cutting-edge practices, gear, and technology. That's why, for nearly a century,

Chapman Piloting & Seamanship has remained the most respected and widely used guide for

boating under power and sail. No other book on the subject is more current or complete. This 67th

revised edition is not only fully updated, it is also enhanced in fundamental ways. Key additions

include a new chapter on inboard diesel and gasoline engines; how-to maintenance information for

outboard, sterndrive, and inboard engines; a complete integration of the tools and techniques of

electronic navigation (GPS, chartplotters, and radar) with Chapman's unsurpassed treatment of

traditional chart-and-compass piloting skills; improved coverage of sailing theory and sail-handling

systems; updated techniques for rescuing a person overboard and administering CPR; and the

latest information on new anchor designs, safety gear, rope, hardware, and

communications.Ã‚Â You'll also find information about weather, tides, aids to navigation, and more,

including:Explanations of the laws, regulations, fees, and equipment requirements governing the

nation's waterways. No other book is more current than Chapman in this regard1,500 all-color

photos, charts, and drawingsUpdated references for government publications, registration and

safety information, and more, both in print and onlineAnyone who sets forth on the water needs this

indispensable volume.
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Consulting Editor Elbert S. Ã¢â‚¬Å“MackÃ¢â‚¬Â• Maloney has been associated with Chapman

Piloting & Seamanship as a contributor and author since 1965. He is the author of several Hearst

boating books and two editions of Dutton's Navigation & Piloting. He was a member and

Vice-Chairman of the U.S. Coast Guard Navigation Safety Advisory Council and remains Chairman

Emeritus of the National Advisory Council of Boat U.S. Contributing Editor Peter A. Janssen is a

lifelong boater, a Coast Guard Auxiliary Association board member, and a member of the New York

Yacht Club. He has been Editorial Director of Motor Boating, Editorial Director of Yachting, and

Editor-in-Chief and Publisher of Motor Boating & Sailing. Editor Jonathan Eaton has developed,

edited, and published some 500 boating books through the course of a long career as editor and

publisher of McGraw-Hill's International Marine imprint of boating books.

This is close to the 'bible,' for boaters. It is filled with information on virtually every aspect of small

boat use, small boat a relative term including what I would call large boats that are owner driven.

Not quite up to professional operator level perhaps.I first used older versions of this book for

commercial fishing in Alaska around late 1960s. This version is of similar caliber, plus a lot of

additions over the older ones.Perhaps because I didn't grow up with GPS, the book seems as if it

could use a little more detail on this subject. Especially so in view of it's large size.Every boat owner,

from small outboards to large multi engine multi prop craft, can benefit from this volume, and should

be close to mandatory for even larger outboards.

I learned so much from this many years ago when I first became a boat owner. So I was pleased to

see this updated edition when I wanted a gift for my son and his wife, because of their recent

purchase of a 33' sailboat. They are reading the spots off of it already. He has Bowditch's book also,

but Chapman is so much more readable and useful overall for navigation, safety and maintenance.

The new edition is up to date in all of the areas I have checked so far. Technology is current and the

color pictures, graphs, and a lot to the understanding to the "why to I have to know this stuff." If in

need of a book on Seamanship, I'd definitely recommend to having this as part of your marine

reference material. It covers just about everything that has to do from making boats to how to run

them and stay safe.

This is the ultimate book on boating: A must-have for any serious sailor. Don't buy older versions:

this is updated regularly.



From the beginning to the seasoned captain - this is the goto book for every nautical person. A must

read for the boating lover.

This reference book is simply amazing. I should have purchased one when I got my first boat -- only

that boat only cost a little more than the book. So far, everything I have looked for has been there

and well described. I will be reading this book for years.

Got it for my husband for Christmas and he has begun the journey of reading it cover to cover.

Found it useful as it updates many topics not included in our ancient copy!

It answers all of my questions. I am on my way to becoming a skilled boat captain.
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